R.S.P.S iPad Apps

Creating
App Name
Book Creator

Explanation
The simple way to create your own iBooks

Suits
K-6

Cost
$5.49

Popplet

Concept mapping.
Put text, picturesand videos into popplet.

K-6

$5.49

Pages

Word processor for ipad

K-6

$10.49

Skitch

A drawing application allows you to take a
photograph or screenshot and write
directly on it

K-6

F

Tellagami

Icon

Create animations. Change background,
choose avatar. Record your own voice or type
in what you want it to say.

F

Educreations

record voice-over whiteboard tutorials while
drawing/writing.

K-6

F

Sock puppets

create your own lip-synched videos. Add
Puppets, props, scenery, and backgrounds
and start creating. Hit the record button
and the puppets automatically lip-synch to
your voice.
Create movies and trailers

K-6

LiteFree
Full$3.79

K-6

F

Garage band

Collection of Touch Instruments and a fullfeatured recording studio

K-6

$5.49

Lino

lino is an online stickies service that offers
stickies and canvases. You can post, see and
peel off stickies on canvases freely.
*need a log in

K-6

F

imovie

Aurasma

Aurasma is an augmented reality app that’s
K-6
changing the way millions of people see and
interact with the world.
· Bring tagged images, objects and even
physical locations to life with interactive
digital content, such as video, animations
and 3D scenes, we call Auras
Make your images come alive with private
video, notes, or even music from YouTube

ThingLink

F

K-6

F

Drawing Star

Easy and fun drawing tools with
animations, backgrounds and chartacters

K-6

F

Chromville

Augmented reality.
You need to print off picutres from webstie
(chromville.com) . get children to colour in
and use app to make picutres come to life.
* use as a writing prompt.

K-6

F

Use different animal parts to make new
animals.

K-6

F

A way to tell a story, explain an idea etc.
Record your voice over the top of an
animated slideshow of your pictures.

K-6

F

Explanation
An easy way for teachers and students to
engage and collaborate for free, anytime,
anywhere.

Suits
All

Cost
F

ibooks

Download and read books.

All

F

QR Code

Scan QR code or barcode.

All

F

Switch Zoo
Shadow Puppet

Other
App Name
Edmodo

Icon

Globe

Globe for iPad is a Geography app which
shows the countries of the world on a 3D
globe - you can manipulate the globe with
the normal iPad gestures

Skoolbo

K-6

F

K-6

F

Photography
App Name
Captions

Icon

Explanation
Suits
Add comments on your pictures and share K-6
them.

Cost
F

Chatter kids Pix

Simply take any photo, draw a line to
make a mouth, and record your voice.

K-6

F

MyDecorator

Add images to your video

K-6

F

Phonto

Add text to images

K-6

F

Photoshop

Photo shop for ipad

K-6

F

Morfo

Turn a face into a talking, dancing 3D
character

K-6

F

Pic Collage

Create collages using your photos, fun
stickers, text with cool fonts and frames.

3-6

F

Inkist

Drawing and painting app

K-6

F

Art Set

Drawing and painting app

K-6

F

Reading
App Name
Icon
Hole Story
(Notthe hole story)

Explanation
Incomplete stories that students have to use
reading comprehension skills and creativity to
finish

Suits
All

Cost
F

MeeGenius

Read along story books

All

F

Thum Drum

A fun way to practise syllables in words.

K- 3

F

Word Magic

Students complete words with missing
letters. Can include short vowel, long vowels
and multi-syllabic words.

K-2

Word Balls

Make words from a selection of letter balls.
No option to adjust levels

3-6

F

Reading Eggs- Eggy
words

Eggy 100, which contains the first 100 sight
words. Cost to upgrade to 250 sight words

All

F

Fun Rhyming
words
(ABC phonicsrhyming)

Find pairs of matching rhyming words.

K-2

F

Futaba

Multiplayer game AND a fun way to help
children learn new words.
Create your own game with pictures or
photos

All

F

Little matchup ABC

Match upper and lower case

K-2

F

Lite- F
Full
$0.99

Little reader- three
letter words

Match the picture to the word

K-2

Full$0.99

Timed Reading

Practice fluency by reading short, timed
stories.

K-6

F

Words

Learn how to spell, pronounce and also see
what words look like

K-2

F

Read on sight

First a sentence is read aloud, then the word
tiles scatter, and the player rebuilds the
sentence.

K-2

F

Reading monster 1

Interactive word/sentence games for better
understanding stories and reviewing the
words and sentence structures.
Various stories with these games
Story with colorful illustrations -3 reading
modes: Read to Me, Let Me Read, and Auto
Play -Fun sounds and interactive
animations on every page -Playground
section lets you play with a surprisingly
lifelike Oobie
Sentence building where children can move
the words into their correct sentence
position.
Read the words of the phrase or sentence and
then check their work by touching the
hidden picture.
Ibooks of classic stories

K-3

F

K-2

F

K-2

F

K-3

F

Find and touch the correct word.

K-2

F

IXL Reading

Word bingo, sentence game and super
words.

K-2

Sight words

Sight word flashcards.

K-3

Lite- F
Full$4.9
9

Oobie

Sentence Reading
Magic

Reading
Once upon a time
children’s
stories
Sight words

F

Phonics
Little sorter

Rapidly learn to read and recognize alphabet
letters all with just the touch of their finger

K-2

F

ABC Alphabet

It says a letter and you have to select he
correct one.

K-2

F

ABC Magic 6

Identify beginning sounds

K-2

F

Abitalk PhonicsFun Rhyming

Choose 3 rhyming sounds. Press on the
words that rhyme. Words are spoken. Choice
of rhyming sounds.

K-2

F

Phonics vowels

Vowel sounds, and letter combinations

K-2

F

Pocket phonics

Letter sounds first letters and handwriting.
K-2
* you need to log in for students (this is quick
and easy)

F

Tap the picture and you will hear the words.
Tap the letter and you will hear the sound it
makes. Simply slide the letter to the picture
to see if the sound matches

K-2

F

Match picture and words that start with the
same consonant.

K-2

F

Help the frog get across the pond.
Easy medium and hard levels- short and
long vowels, blends, digraphs, endings
such as le, dipthongs and many more.

K-3

F

Play in pairs.
Learn to recognise words and sounds, count
syllables, beginning and final sounds and
more, all while playing Tic-Tac-Toe.

K-2

F

Letter and number identification game.
Upper and lower case.

K-2

F

Phonics fun

Phonics
Cosonantsbeginning
sounds
Word
wonderland
Tic Tac Toe
Phonics

Touch and learn
letter ID

Phonics Word
family

Choose a word family and make the word by
moving the correct letters. Words are
sounded out. Choice of word families.

Phonics Genius

Recognise and distinguish words through
sounds. Add your own cards and lists. Three
different learning modes.

Build a word
express

Breaking word into sounds and then putting
them back together.
You can create your own spelling lists
Upper and lower case

K-2

F

K-6

F

K-3

F

Suits
K-4

Cost
F

Writing
App Name
Comparative
Adjectives

Icon

Explanation
Comparing and describing the difference
between two objects

Comic Maker HD

Design your own comic easily and quickly
with various layouts, characters and much
more.

All

F

Verses Poetry

Simple drag and drop style. Mix up the words K-6
to make poetry.

F

Draw me a Treat

Develop hand dexterity and creative abilities
of your child together with Draw Me a Treat.
Help your kids to develop calligraphy
drawing and writing letters, numbers, and
geometrical figures with one move!
Learn about words, sentences,
pronunciation, grammar, and punctuation. It
can be fully customized with your own
pictures, words and sentences.
You talk into the ipad and it types what you
say.
*need to be connected to internet

K-2

F

K-4

Lite: F
Full
$5.49

K-6

F

Word matching game that helps with
3-6
vocabulary development; work on synonyms,
rhyming words, prefixes and suffixes,
adjectives, root words, and homophones

F

Sentence Builder

Dictation
(speech to text
app)
Bluster

I can write 1

Dress up an animal and then write a
sentence about the picture. Press ok to
check if right.

K-2

F

Story Creator

Easily create beautiful story books containing K-6
photos, videos, text, and audio all in one

F

Sentence Maker
K-2

Drag the word tiles and put into the correct
order to make a sentence.

K-2

F

Jumbled sentence
(1 & 2)

Put words in order to make a sentence.

K-2

F

Mad libs

Prompts students to put in a list of words
(e.g- noun, adjective) and then create a
funny story

3-6

F

Grammar
Wonderland

Practice using nouns, verbs, adjectives, and
more!

K-6

$2.99

Monster ABC

Spelling and handwriting practise

K-2

F

Sparkle fish

Audio story completion game. Students
record their voice, inserting words (verbs,
adjectives, nouns, adverbs) into the stories.

K-6

F

Grammar Jammers

Animations and quizzes about Adjectives
K-6
Contractions
Nouns
Pronouns Pu
Sentences
Verbs

F

Grammaroplois

Uses the parts of speech as animated
characters whose personalities are based on
the roles they play in the sentence.

The opposites

Match the opposites

1-6

Nouns
free
Others
$2.49
each
F

Steve Parish
Postcards

Use Steve Parish images or your own to
create and write postcards.

K-6

F

Singular and
plural match

Memory / matching game of singular and
plural words.

K- 3

F

Using I and me

Students have to pick the correct pronoun

1-6

F

Scribble my story

It comes with six story board templates (All
About Me, If I Were a Mermaid, My Dino Book,
My Pet, I Can Fly, My Vacation), plus a Blank
book to create and record your very own story.
Students draw the pictures too.

K-2

Writing prompts on a variety of topics.

K-6

Lite- F
Full
$4.99

Word
wonderland

Play word sorting games.

K-6

Lite- F

Grammar
wonderland

Nouns, verbs and adjectives game with easy,
medium and hard levels.

K-6

Lite- F

Tell about it

Children record a story etc about the picture.

K-3

Lite- F

Write about this

Spelling
Spelling

Put the letters in order to make the word.
You can put spelling lists in.

Spell GRid

Swipe over letters in a grid to make as many 1-6
words as you can

F

Spell til you drop

Spell words to get across a bridge.
First pick the year level to get wordsto
match students ability.

K-6

F

Meerkat Spell

Game says a word and students have to
spell it to win the meerkat races.

K-2

Lite- F
Full
$3.79

Chicktionary

Spelling City

Sight words by
little speller
K-2

K-2

Lite- F

Unscramble a roost full of LETTERS and
create as many WORDS as possible. Each
chicken bears a letter. Touch them to and
spell out a word, then watch as the word
appears below them.

2-6

Free
Lite$1.99

Children learn spelling and vocabulary
through fun and challenging games.

K-6

F

Drag the letters to the correct spot in the
HFW

K-2

F

Explanation
improve their skills in directional language
and programming through sequences of
forwards, backwards, left and right 90
degree turns.
Compass

Suits
K-2

Cost
F

3-6

F

Maths
App Name
Bee Bot

Compass

Icon

Geo Board

Learners stretch bands around pegs to form K-3
line segments and polygons and make
discoveries about perimeter, area, angles,
congruence, fractions, and more

F

Fill the cup

focuses on addition, subtraction,
multiplication and fractions by using
manipulatives. The app helps children to
visualize the processes they are
performing.

K-6

F

Easy Measure

shows the distance to objects seen through
the camera lens of your iPhone or iPad.

K-6

F

Math Bug

Teaches children to count, add and subtract.
5 levels to choose from: addition,
subtraction or mixed questions.

K-3

Lite:
Free
Full:
$1.99

MathBlaster

Players shoot a spaceship with the correct
answer to an addition problem while
navigating to avoid an attack. Progress
through 16 levels of difficulty. iPhone
resolution
Solve addition facts for 0-10. Options include
practising doubles, doubles + 1, doubles + 2,
sums of 10 or all facts. Timed game.
Various options can be selected to
differentiate.
Solve subtraction facts for 0-10. imed game.
Various options can be selected to
differentiate.

K-6

Free

1-3

Free

1-3

Free

Players shoot a spaceship with the correct
answer to an addition problem while
navigating to avoid attack.
Progress through 16 levels of increasing
difficulty. iPhone resolution
Solve 30 levels of multiplication problems on
the treasure map to find the treasure chest.
Answers are dragged onto a grid to reveal
puzzle pieces.
Levels are unlocked progressively and
become more challenging. Advanced option
in “Set Up”.
Solve 30 levels of addition problems on the
treasure map to find the treasure chest.
Answers are dragged onto a grid to reveal
puzzle pieces.

K-6

Free

2-6

Lite:
Free
Full:
$1.99

2-6

Lite:
Free
Full:
$1.99

FastFacts Addition

FastFacts
Subtraction
MathDefender

Adventures
Undersea: Multiply

Adventures
Undersea:
Addition

Adventures
Undersea:
subtraction
DigiCubes

Lobster Diver

Crazy numbers

Math TappersMultiples

Math Zombies

OhNo! Fractions

Math Blaster

Maths Masters

Fast Facts addition

Fast Facts addition

Solve 30 levels of subtraction problems on
the treasure map to find the treasure chest.
Answers are dragged onto a grid to reveal
puzzle pieces.

2-6

Lite:
Free
Full:
$1.99

Digicubes are squares that change colour to
help young children explore number
patterns

K-4

Children “dive” to the correct number.
Includes whole numbers and fractions.
Levels become progressively harder.
iPhone resolution

1-6

Fun way to practise basic operations

K-3

Free

Helps children learn basic facts for
multiplication or division. Children
progress through levels. Set the focus
factor, range and mode (multiplication or
division) in “Settings”. iPhone resolution
Children battling zombies & practise number
skills. Levels are unlocked when others are
completed.
Ability to change operation and difficulty.

2-6

Free

K-6

Lite:
Free
Full:
$1.99

Children explore and learn fractions.
Compare and visualise two fractions,
determine which is greater and prove the
solution. Adjust the biggest denominator in
Settings.
5 different levels on addition, Subtraction,
Multiplication, Division, Fractions, and
Standard Form

3-6

Free

3-6

Additio
n-F
Other$1.99

Practise all four operations. “Battle mode”
K-6
defeat the enemy by solving the
equation.
from the answer.
“
Train
practice the weak point.
Race the clock to answer addition questions. K-3

Race the clock to answer subtraction
questions.

K-3

Free

Free

Free

Lite- F

Lite- F

Thinking BlocksAddition &
subtraction

Thinking Blocksmultiplication and
division
Thinking Blocksfractions

Maths Man

Harashow Math
Masters

Math Bug

Penguin Math

Place Value chart

model and solve word problems involving
addition and subtraction. Introduce to 6
problem solving models. The models help
children organize information and visualize
number relationships. Numbers 1-50 or 1 300
model and solve word problems involving
multiplication and division.
Introduce 6 problem solving models. The
models help children organize information
and visualize number relationships
Model and solve word problems involving
fractions and whole numbers. Introduce 6
problem solving models. The models help
children organize information and visualize
number relationships.
Children solve basic addition problems. They
clean the dirt of the window and match it
with the sum from the Maths Man. Simple
addition only. No option to adjust difficulty.
iPhone resolution
Study Maths with the Maths Ninja!
Three options: Battle, puzzle or training.
Choose which operation will be practiced.
Hard options available.
Count, add and subtract. Click on the right
answer, and the bird drops the apple to feed
the "math bug"

3-6

Free

3-6

Free

3-6

Free

K-2

Free

K-6

Free

K-2

LiteFree
Full$1.99

Solve problems to get your penguin across
the ice. The penguin jumps on the answer
you select.
Adjust which operations are reviewed & the
number that answers can go ( up to 10, 100,
1000 or 10000).
Bundling and debundling in our decimal
number system with this interactive place
value chart.

K-6

Free

K-6

Free

Mathletics
Mathmateer

MATH MISSIONS: ▸ Numbers ▸ Telling
Time ▸ U.S. Money ▸ 3D Shapes ▸
Arithmetic

3-6

Free

Mad math lite

kids to practice their addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and Division Facts.
Students can even draw right on the
flashcard!

1-6

Upgrad
e $1.99

Multiplication

basic multiplication skills with ten increasing
levels of difficulty

2-6

Free

Number lines

Number lines to jump forward, backwards,
skip counting and sequencing.
There is a teaching tool too.

K-2

Free

Multiplication
Genius

2, 3, 4 and 5 times tables

1-6

Free

TanZen

Make tangrams

K-6

Free

Zentomino

Choose a puzzle to solve, and try to complete
the shape, without overlapping any of the
pieces.

1-6

Free

Telling Time

Setting and telling the time on analogue
clocks. Two games: set the time and stop the
clock at a particular time. Adjust speeds in
“Settings”.

K-6

Free

Tell the Time- little
match ups

Match analogue to digital time

K-6

Free

Telling Time photo
touch

Listen and touch the correct time.
You can change the level of difficulty.

Motion Maths

develop a conceptual understanding using six
visual representations of multiplication
problems;

Mathsterious
Mansion

Teaches addition and subtraction and
place value understanding within 1 – 100

3-6

K

Sushi monster

Addition and multiplication game with
levels.
Students have to pick the right answer or
pick two numbers that total the target
number.

1-6

Lite-F

K-6

K-6

Free

Free

Fractions basics

A variety of videos to explain fractions
from adding, subtracting, converting to
percentages and decimals.

2-6

F

Explanation
You are given the starting square - blue and
must draw a continuous loop that covers
the whole grid. Orange squares are
obstacles.

Cost
Free

Suits
K-2

Unblock me

The goal is to get the red block out of the
board by sliding the other blocks out of
the way.

Free

3-6

Rush Hour

Sliding block logic puzzle.

Free

K-3

Just two words

Look at the picture and unscramble the
letters to make the words.

3-6

F

Cut the rope

A favourite with the kids.

K-6

F

1 -6

F

Puzzles and games
App Name
Block Path

Solitaire

Icon

